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Energy dependence of the metastable fraction in B3¿„1s2 1S,1s2s 3S…
beams produced in collisions with thin-foil and gas targets
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The fraction of metastable ions in B31(1s2 1S,1s2s 3S) beams produced in collisions with thin-foil and gas
targets has been measured as a function of the incident energy in the range of 0.85–9 MeV. This was done by
comparing the electron yield of doubly excited states formed in the collision of B31 with hydrogen and helium
targets. Significant differences were observed in the energy dependence of the metastable fraction between
production in foil and gas targets. It was shown that the production of 1s2s 3S metastable ions in a foil yields
a constant fraction over the investigated energy range, unlike the fraction of metastable 1s2s 3S ions produced
in collisions with gas targets, which strongly depends on the incident beam energy. A theoretical study of the
processes contributing to the formation of the3S metastable ions in collisions with foil and gas has been made.
K-vacancy production in the ion-beam stripping process has been identified as a dominant mechanism and used
to explain the observed difference in the energy dependence of the metastable fraction between production in
collisions with gas and foil targets. A model is proposed for the calculation of the metastable fraction for
He-like beams.
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INTRODUCTION

Experimental measurements of various collision cr
sections for fast He-like ions require quantitative informati
on the fraction of ions in a long-lived 1s2s 3S metastable
state present in two-electron beams. The knowledge of
fraction is necessary for the absolute cross-section meas
ments of numerous processes including dielectronic rec
bination, transfer excitation, capture of the target electr
inelastic scattering, or recently discovered superelastic s
tering of target electrons from highly charged metasta
ions @1#.

Several articles have investigated metastable ion-b
components, however, there are only a few experime
studies available so far that show the production-energy
pendence of the metastable fraction of two-electron i
@2–4#. Terasawaet al. @2# measured the fraction of meta
stable ions in fast F71 beams produced in carbon foils. Th
study is based on target-K x-ray production versus projectil
ion charge state in a subsequent collision and relies o
largeK shell toK shell vacancy-transfer cross section. Th
limits the method to nearly symmetric collision systems w
an observable target x ray. The study revealed a relativ
high, up to 30%, fraction of 1s2s 3S ions in the emerging
beams, which was not understood by theory. In Ref.@3# the
fraction of metastable He (1s2s 3S) produced by electron
capture of slow~25–90!-keV He1 ions in H2 gas was mea-
sured by photon-particle coincidence. The same study
vealed that the conventional beam-attenuation technique@4#,
which is extensively used for the determination of the me
stable fraction, substantially underestimates the metast
population of He-like beams. Until now, no experimen
study of the energy dependence of the metastable fractio
two-electron ions produced in collisions of a primary bea
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with gas targets has been reported in the literature. Also
data are available on metastable ion production in a foil
low incident-ion energies. That creates a major problem
determining absolute cross sections for collisions with H
like ions, since theoretical calculations are very often una
to predict the correct fractions. Therefore, systematic exp
mental data are necessary to establish a benchmark for
ous absolute measurements in metastable He-like ion-a
collisions.

In the present work, we report the experimental measu
ment of the metastable 1s2s 3S-ion fraction in
B31(1s2 1S,1s2s 3S) beams produced in both foil and ga
targets. The metastable fraction has been studied over a
range of beam energies, including a previously uninve
gated low-energy region. A significant difference in me
stable fractions was observed for 1s2s 3S ions produced in
collision with foil and gas targets. The difference was fou
to depend strongly on the beam energy. We also prese
theoretical study, which suggests that the dominant proc
contributing to the formation of the metastable ions
K-vacancy production. The model explains the observed
ference in the energy dependence of metastable fractions
tween production in foils and gases. The model for the t
oretical prediction of the metastable3S-ion fraction is
proposed and is assumed to work for other He-like ions.

To determine the metastable fraction a new accurate te
nique @5#, based on the measurement of the relative Au
electron emission yields from the doubly excited 1s2l2l 8
states of B21 formed in the collision of B31 with the target,
has been developed. In this method, the resulting metast
fraction is independent of the electron spectrometer const
and target pressure, which otherwise could be the source
considerable experimental error. A new high-efficiency pa
centric hemispherical spectrograph@6# has been used to ana
lyze the Auger electrons emitted in the forward direction.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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COMPUTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiments were performed in the J. R. Macdon
Laboratory at Kansas State University, using the 7-MV E
tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. Boron ions were produ
either directly in the terminal of the tandem in the N2 gas
stripper or in 5mg/cm2 carbon foils, or were stripped afte
acceleration in a 5mg/cm2 carbon-foil poststripper to achiev
the desired charge state of13. In any case, the produced B31

beams were then focused into a 5-cm-long differentia
pumped gas cell approximately 43 m from the tandem
12 m from the foil poststripper. In this arrangement 99.99
of the metastable 1s2s 3S ions ~lifetime'100 ms@7#! pro-
duced at 4 MeV will reach the target. Formation of t
1s2s 1S state~lifetime'9 ms @7#! is also possible by strip
ping. However, in the present method, the 1s2s 1S state is
negligible in the resulting 1s2s 3S metastable fraction, as
suming statistical population of the 1s2s 1S and 1s2s 3S
states.

As a result of a collision of B31(1s2 1S,1s2s 3S) ions
with a target gas~H2, He!, doubly excited states of B21 are
formed, as shown in Fig. 1. Since the 1s2s2p 4P state is
produced by electron capture from the 1s2s 3S metastable
ions, its Auger decay can be used as an indication of a m
stable component in the beam. The projectile ground-s
component is evaluated from the electron yield of t
1s2p2 2D state, formed by resonant transfer excitati
~RTE! from the ground-state ions. For the given collisio
parameters, the measured electron yields emitted at zero
grees from these two states are given by

Z~4P!5Nmnscapturej 4PhDV
W4P~u!

4p
,

Z~2D !5NgnsRTEj 2DhDV
C 2D~u!

4p
, ~1!

whereNg and Nm are the number of projectile ions in th
ground and metastable states, respectively, at the final ta
area,n is the target number density,j is the Auger yield,h is
the spectrometer efficiency,DV is the effective solid angle

FIG. 1. Formation mechanisms of the doubly excited states
B21 resulting from collisions of metastable B31 (1s2 1S,1s2s 3S)
beams with gas targets.
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sRTE andscaptureare the RTE and electron-capture cross s
tions for the formation of the2D and 4P state, respectively
The W(u) factors account for the angular distribution of th
Auger electron emission. We assume that the emission f
the 4P state is isotropic and therefore setW4P(u)51. For
the RTE angular distributionW2D(u) has been calculated
according to Refs.@10,11#.

The metastable beam fraction, defined as the ratio of i
in the metastable 1s2s 3S state to the total number of ions i
the beam

F5
Nm

Nm1Ng
5S Nm

Ng
11D 21

~2!

can now be expressed in terms of the electron emission f
doubly excited states2D and 4P, using Eq.~1! and incorpo-
rating the angular distribution factorW2D(u) into the RTE
cross section:

F5S Z~2D !scapturej 4P

Z~4P!sRTEj 2D
11D 21

. ~3!

Since for both the2D and 4P states, the parametersn, h,
andDV from Eq.~1! are the same, they do not appear in t
expression for the metastable fraction. This substantially
duces the absolute experimental error, since the effects o
target-pressure variation and the uncertainties in spectr
eter efficiency, as well as in the experimental solid angle,
excluded. The Auger yields for 1s2s2p 4P and 1s2p2 2D
states were evaluated from the theoretical autoionization
fluorescence rates@8# and were found to be very close t
unity. The RTE cross section for the 1s2 1S to 1s2p2 2D
transition, used in Eq.~3!, was calculated within the impuls
approximation@9# using the resonant excitation-scatterin
cross section given in theLS-coupling scheme@10#. RTE
cross sections have been previously measured and comp
with theory @10–12#, leading to fairly good agreement. T
minimize the error due to the impulse approximation, whi
requires the projectile velocity to be much larger than
orbiting velocity of a target electron, the H2 molecules with
loosely bound electrons were chosen as a target. The re
were also crosschecked by using a He target. The t
electron-capture cross sectionsscapture to B31 (1s2s 3S)
metastable beam component resulting in the 1s2s2p 4P
state were obtained from the empirical scaling rule@13# and
found to be in fair agreement. It was also compared to
scaling from the existing data for F71 (1s2s 3S) @12#.

The lifetime of the metastable4P state@8# is long com-
pared to the time of flight of the ion in the gas cell, so t
deexcitation behavior along the projectile trajectory sho
be taken into account. The fractionR of ions in the4P state
that decay inside of the gas cell can be found by integra
over the gas cell, assuming the statistical distribution for
4PJ states,

R5(
j

aJj 4P ,JF12
LJ

Lcell
~12eLcell /LJ!G . ~4!

f

2-2
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Here,Lcell is the length of the gas cell,LJ is the deexcitation
length of an ion in the4PJ state given byLJ5t 4P,J Vp ,
wheret 4P,J is the lifetime of the4PJ state,Vp is the projec-
tile velocity, j 4P,J is the Auger yield of the4PJ state, and
aJ5(2J11)/(2J11 is the statistical weight of the4PJ
level.

According to Eq.~4!, only 4P electrons produced insid
the gas cell should be included in the metastable frac
calculation. Therefore a small positive voltage~20–30 V!
was applied to the gas cell to separate the4P electrons pro-
duced outside of it. The ratioR0 of 4P electrons produced
inside the gas cell to those produced outside was found f
number of beam energies and then interpolated over the
tire beam-energy range used in the experiment. It was fo
that only 9% of ions in the4P state at low beam energies an
7% at high beam energies decay in the gas cell. Finally,
electron yield Zcell(

4P) used in Eq. ~5! is given by
Zcell(

4P)5Z(4P)R0 .
With these considerations included, the metastable b

fraction is given by

F5S Z~2D !scaptureR

Zcell~
4P!sRTEj 2D

11D 21

. ~5!

RESULTS

A. Production of metastable ions in N2 gas

The B31 ions were produced in the accelerator termina
collisions of the incident B2 ions with nitrogen gas. Since
the positive ions are then accelerated, the production en
of B31 is less than the ultimate beam energy by a factor o
which is due to the charge change of the stripped ions. Fig
2 shows two examples of Auger electron spectra obtaine
the collision of 5.1- and 7.1-MeV B31 ions on H2. The cor-
responding metastable ions were produced in an N2 gas at
the collision energies of 1.27 and 1.77 MeV, respective
The Auger electrons at 157.0 and 166.5 eV attributed to
1s2s2p 4P to 1s2 1S and the 1s2p2 2D to 1s2 1S Auger
decay were observed. In Fig. 2~a!, which shows the spectrum
taken at the metastable production energy of 1.27 MeV,
intensity of the 4P Auger line is significantly smaller than
that of the 2D line, even though the electron capture th
contributes to the formation of the4P has a larger cross
section than RTE at this beam energy. This fact can be in
preted in terms of a very small fraction of metastable3S ions
in the incident beam, which is in agreement with calculatio
using Eq.~5! that gives a value of only 3%. In contrast,
presented below, the Auger spectrum measured for the s
collision and production energies, but produced in the
@see Fig. 3~b!#, which has a much more intense4P line,
results in a metastable fraction of 26%. In Fig. 2~b!, which
shows the spectrum taken with gas stripping at the hig
metastable-ion-production energy, the intensity of the4P
line has increased relative to the intensity of the2D line,
thus the metastable fraction grows with increas
metastable-ion-production energy. The energy dependen
the metastable fraction produced in the gas is shown
circles in Fig. 4. Very few~,1%! metastable ions are pro
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duced by gas stripping if the production energy is lower th
1 MeV. The metastable fraction increases with the ene
reaching saturation when the B2 projectile velocity is near
the B41 1s electron orbital velocity. These observation
demonstrate that nearly pure ground-state two-electron
beams can be produced.

The uncertainties are calculated by taking the quadra
sum of the statistical and absolute uncertainties, each
mated at the 90% confidence level. The absolute uncerta
of the metastable fraction determination according to Eq.~5!
consists primarily of energy-dependent uncertainties of
RTE and electron-capture cross sections and is expected
to exceed 20%. Since the RTE cross sections become s
for H2 targets at high beam energies, a He target was use
place of H2. This facilitates the measurement of resonant2D
lines since the Compton profile of a helium target is broa
than that of hydrogen@14#.

FIG. 2. 0° Auger spectra measured for B311H2 collisions at the
projectile energies of 5.1 and 7.1 MeV. The B31 (1s2 1S,1s2s 3S)
beam was obtained in collision of primary B with nitrogen gas
the metastable production energies~MPE! of 1.27 and 1.77 MeV,
respectively.
2-3
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B. Production of metastable ions in foils

B31 beams were produced in a foil in two different way
one by stripping the ion beam inside of the tandem at
terminal and the other by stripping the ion beam in a f
after the tandem. By using this method it was possible
produce B31 ions at two different metastable beam produ
tion energies with the same final beam energy, which gi
the advantage of measuring the relative metastable fractio
two production energies, independent of the electron cap
or RTE cross sections. Figure 3 shows two examples of
ger electron spectra obtained in the collision of 5.1-MeV B31

ions on H2. These spectra were obtained with two beams t
were produced in different ways with production energies
5.1 and 1.27 MeV. The ratio of the intensities of4P to 2D
lines in the spectra does not change much from the lowe
the higher energies; consequently, the metastable fract
are also approximately the same. Further measurements
the metastable-ion-production energy range of 1–8.5 M
have also led to the determination of a constant fraction

FIG. 3. 0° Auger spectra measured for 5.1-MeV B311H2 colli-
sions. The B31 (1s2 1S,1s2s 3S) beams were produced in a carbo
foil at two different MPE of 5.1 and 1.27 MeV, respectively.
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about 26%. These results are plotted as squares in Fi
along with the metastable fraction resulting from the g
stripping.

C. Mechanisms involved in the production of the metastable
ions in gas and foil

In order to simplify the theoretical study of the process
contributing to the formation of the metastable B31 ions, the
incident beam was assumed to be B21. To validate this as-
sumption, the production of B31(1s2s 3S) ions in foils ob-
tained from both B21 and B2 incident beams was experimen
tally shown to be the same. In our model it was possible
isolate two processes that may contribute to the formation
the 3S state in B31 beams. The first mechanism to be di
cussed is the ionization of the B21 K-shell electron resulting
in a 1s2s 3S state of B31. Its contribution can be evaluated
assuming that the B31 ions in the ground state are produce
by the ionization of the 2s electron in B21. Using theK- and
L-shell vacancy production cross sections, estimated by s
ing the plane-wave Bohr approximation calculation f
H11H collisions @15#, it was demonstrated that the met
stable fraction calculated within this model is only 1.5–2
for the energy range where the maximum is expected. S
this value is significantly lower than the metastable fract
measured in the experiment, the above suggested mecha
is thus shown to have a negligible contribution to the form
tion of the metastable ions. To confirm this result experim
tally, the fractions of metastable ions produced by stripp
B31 and B21 incident beams were compared and found to
equal within the experimental error.

The second process, contributing to the formation of
3S state, is theK-vacancy production in B31(1s2) ions fol-
lowed by subsequent electron capture. In this model
metastable3S ion fractions resulting from collisions with the
solid and gas targets are given by

FIG. 4. The metastable fraction F5B31(1s2s 3S)/
B31(1s2 1S,1s2s 3S) versus the stripping energy. Circles, the me
stable fraction of the ionic beam produced in N2 gas; squares, the
metastable fraction of the ionic beam produced in carbon foils. T
error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty and are plotte
the 90% confidence level.
2-4
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F foil5
ns1s2s 3S

foil N1

ns total
foil N11N0

, ~6!

Fgas5
ns1s2s 3S

gas M1

ns total
gas M11M0

, ~7!

where n is the target number density,N1 and N0 are the
fractions of ions with one and zeroK-shell vacancies pro
duced in a foil, andM1 andM0 are the fractions of ions with
one and zeroK-shell vacancies produced in gas.s1s2s 3S

foil and
s1s2s 3S

gas are the electron-capture cross sections resulting
the 1s2s 3S state. s total

gas and s total
foil are the total electron

capture cross sections. If we assume the electron-cap
cross sections to be approximately equal for both gas
solid targets, then the ratio of the metastable fraction p
duced in gas to the measured fraction produced in a foil
be expressed in terms of the B41 charge-state-productio
cross sections for solid and gas targets as shown below

Fgas

F foil
5

s1s2s 3S
gas

s1s2s 3S
foil

ns total
foil N11N0

ns total
gas M11M0

M1

N1
'

M1

N1
. ~8!

Herens total
foil N01N1'ns total

gas M01M1 is the total B31 projec-
tile flux. This approximate equation states that the measu
difference in the energy dependence of the metastable
tion between production in foil and gas is primarily due
the difference in theK-vacancy production leading t
B(1s21) ions in these two media. To support this conclusi
the ratios from the left- and right-hand side of Eq.~8! were
compared and are plotted in Fig. 5 versus the metastable
production energy. The charge-state fractionsM1 andN1 for
the gas and foil stripping were obtained from Refs.@16,17#.
The graph reveals the apparent correlation between thes
tios, which suggests that the proposed mechanism con
the dominant contribution to the production of the 1s2s 3S
metastable state.

CONCLUSION

The metastable ion fraction in B31(1s2 1S,1s2s 3S)
beams, produced in collisions with foil and gas targets
been measured as a function of the metastable-
production energy in the range of 0.85–9 MeV. This w
done by using a highly accurate technique, based on the m
surement of the Auger electron emission from the dou
excited states formed in collision of B31 with the H2 and He
targets. The Auger electrons emitted in the forward direct
were detected with the new paracentric hemispherical s
th

,
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trograph. The most striking observation is the significant d
ference in the energy dependence of the metastable frac
between production in collisions with solid and gas targe
The observed fraction of metastable ions produced in the
does not vary with the stripping energy, while the fraction
metastable ions resulting from the gas stripping monoto
cally rises with the stripping energy. It was demonstrated t
the dominant production mechanism of the metastable3S
ions in both solid and gas targets is theK-shell vacancy
production in B31 beams, followed by subsequent electr
capture. A theoretical model has been proposed for the
culation of the metastable fraction for He-like beams. T
model has also been used to explain the difference in
energy dependence of the metastable fraction between
duction in collisions with solid and gas targets. Further s
tematic investigations of the production mechanisms a
projectile Z dependence of the metastable fraction a
planned.
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FIG. 5. The comparison of predicted and observed ratios of
metastable fraction produced in gas to the metastable fraction
duced in a foil. Circles, experimentally observed ratio of metasta
fractions,Fgas/F foil . Dashed line, the ratio predicted by the pr
posed model,M1 /N1 .
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